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Abstract

Black female, Chicano Female, Asian female and total female

enrol,lment representations as well as total Black, total Chi-

canO and total Asiapenrollment representations were deter-

mined for undergraduate major areas at seven University of

California campuses. The number of mathematics courses re-

quired for each-major was also determined from the catalog

for each campus. Significant negative correlations were

found between the number of math courses rewired for major
lw

and the representation of each female group and total group

in the iieTeXce sians, A significant positive correla-

tion was found for all Asi while no signifi antcorrelation

was found for Asian females. Impli for increasing the

representation of women and minorities in professional and

academic careers are discussed. I
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Introduction

The afflirmative action regulations have resulted in con-

siderable merest in the general issue of female and, minority

t

representatio in-academic positions. The. regulations require

the determina ion of representation of these groups in academic'
, .

positions as w 11 as the assessment of the availability of

qualifiedwomen and minorities to fill these positions. The

lavailability'po.ls of qualified women-and minorities,for many

areas, such as t e physical sciences, have been estimated'

as alarmingly small (Carnegie Council, 1975).

Institutiona commitments to higher female/minority frepre-

sentation on colle e faculties have prompted interest in in-
!,

Greasing the avaiability pools'. In some cases, this has

taken the form of s ecial programs at the undergraduate or

graduite level in th- context-of student affirmative 'action

or comprehensive affi mative action'programs (Majer, 1975).

One result of such ef arts is the.recognition of striking

differences in, female/ inority,reOresentation across disciplines

(University of California, 1975). The moWobvious "charact' erg

istic of this maldistributIon is that few Women or minorities

,(withthe exception of A ian minorities) are enrolled in

physical science or engin ering programs at either the under-

graduate or the graduate 1 vel. It isgalso apparent that women

are overrepresented inman of the humanities areas. While

the picture is by no means Oear, the superfic41 evidence

I
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suggests that women and minorities are,more seriously Under-
,

represented in the "quantitative" fields of study.

Some investigators have called attention to this apparent

trend. Sells (1973) has suggested. that mathematics serves as

a "criticael filter" for entry into the job market. ,'She has

.noted that undergraduate major fields with heavy mathemati

requirements tend tO be the fields with greatest career p ten-

tial, while many of the traditional women's fields (such as

literature) have less career potential in today's job market. '

Sells reports that women entering UC Berkeley as undergraduates ,

are considerably less well prepared in mathematics than enter.

ing males. Further, Ernst T1975) has found a disproportionately

'low female enrollment in mathematics courses at UC Santa Bar-
.

bara as well as a higher female attrition rate from mathema-
r

tics course sequences.

These findings parallel the lower than average mathematics

preparation among minority student's reported by Spurlock (1975)-

It is reasonable, thereforee to hypothesize that some of the

° difference in representation of women and minorities in pro-
,

fessional fields may be associated with the number of mathe-

matics-courses required to complete the major area of study in

preparation for these areas.

The present study investigated the relationship.between.
,

the number ofmathematics'cOurses required for undergraduate

majors and the representation of women and minorities, in those.

majors.



Method

Subjects

The subjects of this study consisted of all/ Studerits.at

Seven 'University of California campuses who declared amajor,.

and whosesexqpv ethnicity was reported to the UniversityQ

Aggistration'Znformation System. The campuses involved. in

this study were UC Davis, UC Irvine, UCLA, UC Riverside, UC

San Diego, UC tanta.Barbara and UC Santa Cruz. OnlY ,student6

enrolled in a major havingat least ten stUdents were included'

inthe study. The total number.of students sampled was 51,622.

Procedu, o

The percentage representatibn of women in each major

Was compluted for each campus. The number of mathematics

courses required for graduation in each major was also computed

for each campus, This was compUted by adding the number of

high school mathematics courses plus, the number of university'

A I
level mathematics courses required. The,data for all campuses

were combined and a Pearson product-moment correlation between the

representation of women in majors and the number of math courses

required for thoge majors was then computed.
0

In addition, the percentage representatiois of students ,

who identified themselVes as Blacks, Chidanos and Asians, re-

spectively; were computed for each major at each Cmptis. Data

were combined from all campuses for each gr,oup, and the cor

relation between. representation in majors and the number of,.

..
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math courses required f.Or2 the majors was computed.

Finally, the representation of Black females, Asian

males, and'Chicano females, -respectively, was computed for

each major. Again, data from, all campuses were pooled and

correlations between representation in Majors and the number
.

of math courses required for the majors were computed..

Results

The results of the correlational analysis and signifi-
,

cance tests are presented in Ta\ble 1. A significant negative

correlation between female representaion,in academic majors

and the number of math courses required for those majors was

Obtained (r = .567, p < .00001). 'This correlation corresponds

to 32.1% Of the variance in female representation in majors

accounted for by the number of math courses required. Signi-

ficant negtiVe correlaions were also obtained between the re--

presentation of Blacksrand ChicanOS in majors and the number

of mathematics courses requil-ed for those najors (r = -.112

and -.116, p < .05). The correlations correspond to approx-

imately 1.=2% of the variance in,Black and Chicano represen-

tation in majors accounted for by the number cif math courses

required.

There was a significant positive correlation between

Asian representation in majors and the number of mathematics

courses required (r = +.144, p< .05) This correlation cor-
gi,

responds to 2.1% of the variance in Asian' student reprdsentation.

0



in majors.accounted for by the number o mathematics cou

required.

There was a significant negative correlation between

Black female and Chicano female representation in majors and

the number of mathematics courses required for those majors

o (r = -.204 and r = -.221, p< .001). These correlations cor-
v

respon to 4.2% and 4.9% respectively of the variance in Black

female and Chicano female representation in majors accounted'

for by the number of math, courses required for the majors.

There was no significant cCi.relation between the Asian female

representation in majors and,the number' of math courses re-

quired for the majors (r = -.048, p >

Table 1

orrelations and Coefficients of Determination
be ween Percentage Representation in Major Field and
Nu ber of Mathematics Courses Required in that Major

All Women -.567*** .321

Black Women -.204** .042

Chicano Women -.221** .049

Asian Women -.048 .002

All Black:b -.112* .012

All Chicano -.116* .013

All Asians +.144* .021

Note: N = 238 (Number of Major Fields)
* P< .05

** P' .001
*** p- .00001

a



Discussion

T is study.seems to co6firm that an underlying variable

44.the distribution of women students among disciplines is

the ma ematics requirement of the discipline. Although pre-.

vious studs- have noted that comparatively few women are en-
/

rolled in the physical sciences, for example, they' have not

demonstrated mathematics requirements as a factor in this dis-

tributiOn. It is not surprising that mathematics is linked to

the, choice of field, since women who come to the University of.

California tend to take fewer mathematics courses in high

school than men who come to the University. It has also been

-argued that women tend to avoid mathematics courses because of

a prevailing attitude that mathematics is "unfeminine". .What-

ever the reason for the decrease in female 'enrollment in high.

school math, this seems to carry over to the college level,
p

with implic ins for the choice of major in college. Thus,

it appears that athematics requirements are a critical filter

-for selection of aca is majors.

The implication of t -se findings for, everyone interested

in increasing female represent ion in quantitative fields is

t t mathematics coursework mist be de more attractive to

Ianw en if we are to increase their represent- 'on. The image'

,-------

Of mathematics as unfeminine must be dispelled or our image

of femininity must e-changed to incorporate mathematical
;

li
.

achievement. Per s the most effectiVe means of making
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mathematics attractye to women would be to stress the im-

portance of mathematics it "providing' access to careers.
f

npbx-dty representation in the sciences is also lower,

than in other areas of study. Mari of the same argu nts have.

been voiced, about this low minority participation in science

as were voiced for women. Lack of minorityrole models in

science as well as high
/
hool tracking have been used to ex-

plain this underrepresentation of minorities in the sciences.

It has also been noted t4t minorities tend to take fewer

advanced mathematics courses:than whites. This study sup-

ports the notion that an underlying factor in the differential

minori,ty representation among various major fields of ,study is

the amount of mathematics cOursework required for those majors:

The notable exception to,this trend are Asian students. There

was a significant positive correlatibn between the number of

mathematics-courses required and Asian representation in a

major. This trend would be expected from data on represen-

.tation in sciences, where Asians are seen to be overrepre-

sented in proportion to their overall enrollment.

The-data on Black females and Chicano females indicate

a somewhat stronger negative correlation between representa-

tion in majors and math requirements than for all Blacks and

Chicanos.. One can eascily hypothesize that the'Cummulative

effect of the factors influencing minorities and those in-

fluencing women were 'acting in this case. The lack of

11 f0,



significant correlation for Asian females could then be ex-

plained as the cancellation of the positive "Asian effect"

with the negative "female effect".

Two cautions are called for in the interpretation of the

mindrity student results. Although sex data can be regarded
/x

as highly reliable, self-reported ethnicity is probably not

as reliable. Such data collected in the registr,ation process

(as was the data presented here). have been Opined'to be in-

fluenced by the design and wording of the Self-reporting form.

In addition, minority representationin most majors was very

low (less than 10%). This restriction of range leads to a

variety of problems associated with small sample variance.

Hence, it is possible that restriction of range has, influenced

the results on minority students.

Conclusion

The implications of this study seem to be that mathema-
.

ties cannot be ignored as an important factor leading to 9hoice

of major. It is important to consider the issue of mathema-
.

tics preparation in any program attempting to encourage equal

educational and, therefore, occupatiOnaloppoituriity: This

mijit take the form of efforts to promote' minority and female

role models, discourage tracking, or stress the importance

of mathematics preparation in future careers.

Summary

a

Black female, Chicano female, Asian female and total female

12



enrollment representations as well as total:Black,ltotalChi-

cano and total Asian enrollment representations were deter-
d

mined for undergraduate major 'areas seven Universirty of
,

California qampuses4 The number of-mathematics courses re-

lquiegd for each ilajoYwas alpo determined from the,catalog

gnificant negative correlationswere

ound between the umber-pf math courses required majors
- "tv

and the representat

foreach campuP'..

of each female group and total group.

4,1

in the mpor except APians. A signfiicant positive ,ccrrela-
, 4

tion was. found for all Asians whil no significant correlation-
. A

'was found for Asian females. Implications for increasing the

representation of women and may

academic careers are 4aiscussed.
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